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end with a.mp4 or.flv extension to play on the Coub site. in the case of NFEB-RasB compared to NFEB-RasA that could be
explained by differences in the phosphorylation of SIN1 and SIN3 between NFEB-RasA and NFEB-RasB. In NFEB-RasA,

SIN3 is mostly unphosphorylated, whereas in NFEB-RasB, it is strongly phosphorylated. In addition, the interaction of NFEB
with SIN3 in the NFEB-RasB (T54) compared to NFEB-RasA (S4) might further explain the differences in their biological

properties \[[@B25-ijms-21-00344]\]. The fact that both NFEB-RasA and NFEB-RasB can induce cell death
\[[@B19-ijms-21-00344],[@B20-ijms-21-00344],[@B21-ijms-21-00344]\] suggests that the activation of MAPK is not

essential for NFEB to exert its effect on cell death. In contrast to a recent study that showed that NFEB can induce cell death in
cells with defective nuclei and a weakened NFEB, independent of the mitogen activated kinase/ERK pathway

\[[@B26-ijms-21-00344]\], we demonstrated that MAPK activity is essential for NFEB to induce cell death. However, NFEB
might activate MAPK in a subset of cells. In our model, NFEB-RasB induced more intense staining for pERK than NFEB-
RasA, but NFEB-RasA and NFEB-RasB induced the same number of cell death in HEK293 cells. The observed differences

between NFEB-RasA and NFEB-RasB could be due to the differential phosphorylation of SIN3 between NFEB-RasA and NFE
82157476af
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